Culture & Ethos
The Leadership Ladders
Our Leadership Ladders have been designed to give all students the opportunity to
get involved with various elements of school life. The ladders enable students to
gain valuable experience in preparation for important leadership roles in Years 1013. In addition to this, the skills they develop through the
ladder will benefit them in later life.
The ladders have been split into five levels. Students will
need to complete a variety of leadership challenges from
the list from each level - collecting evidence to show their
form tutor. The five levels of the Leadership Ladder are
Entry Level, Aspiring Award, Merit Award, Challenge Award
and Excellence Award.

Prefects 2019-20
Towards the end of the last school year, the prefect system was changed by Mr
Leech, Mrs Kadri and Mrs Johnson. For September 2019, prefects were given the
opportunity to wear a different shirt and a new tie, automatic invitation to prom, a
prefect room for lunchtime and achievement points for events within their
category. Those who applied and were successful, were split into four categories of
prefects: sports & performing arts; events & marketing; fundraising; teaching and
transition. Each prefect has a weekly duty and is expected to represent the school's
ethos of pride, respect and kindness. Within our categories, prefects are often
asked to help with or organise an event within school such as inter house sports
competitions, bake sales, primary school transition events and the organisation of
the Year 11 prom.

Winter 2019

Festival of Arts 2019

There are 60 prefects in Year 11, there is also a head boy, a head girl and 8 senior
prefects. The senior prefects and head prefects have a weekly duty to maintain
conduct around school, roles within their chosen category, all alongside a weekly
assembly duty.
In September, six students in Year 11 were interviewed for the roles of head
prefects. Four became senior prefects and two were chosen as head prefects. As
head prefects we are able to represent the school but also work across the four
categories of prefects. We have made speeches to the parents at intake evenings
and represented other prefects when putting forward new ideas. Being part of
many school events has allowed prefects to become fully engaged with different
parts of school life, constantly representing pride, respect and kindness. We hope
to continue making a difference around school and use the school council as a way
of other years showing their thoughts and getting involved.
Holly Haigh and Daniel Stevenson
Head Prefects
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Find out all about our fantastic Festival of Arts on page 5...
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Eco-Gardening Project
Rainy Research
The garden has been rather quiet this half-term as
winter draws ever closer. Other than the occasional
visit to top up the hen feeder, fill the bird feeders
and change the chicken bedding, the nurture group
have been concentrating on their gardening theory.
With the recent arrival of our new pullets we are
devising an experiment to monitor their health,
alongside the health of our other chickens.
Our students have been conducting some research
during their theory lessons, into how to construct a wildlife pond with limited
resources. By pulling ideas together from The Wildlife Trust, Royal Society for the
Protection of Birds (RSPB) and Royal Horticultural Society (RHS) we are hoping to
create an effective wildlife pond. It is hoped that such a habitat will encourage
frogs and other aquatic life into the area which will act as a natural pest control.
Mr A Hulley
Teaching Assistant

Autumn Garden Update
Many things have happened involving the ECO garden during the past term. Firstly,
the open evening was an extremely productive evening, from vegetable harvesting
to opening our gates to the public and explaining how the ECO garden helps to
consolidate the three points of the school ethos: Pride, Respect and Kindness.
This is why we plan to open the garden to students in the near future, so that they
can enjoy the wonders of nature or have a sit down and relax when life gets busy.
It will also be a place full of outdoors games and fun. This is all in a bid to inspire
today’s generation to further understand the benefits of nature and have a good
environmental awareness.
The ECO Club has applied to many competitions such as the Bank of Scotland and
the Atlanta Community Fund to raise valuable funds as this money could really help
with many projects the school is working on. We have been working hard to
renovate the garden and create a safe and peaceful learning environment that has
the potential to become an outdoor classroom. We have also been working on the
geometric dome by up-cycling some seating area and surrounding the dome with
solar powered string lights.
If you would like to join this amazing group of people, contact Mrs Cotterill in N10
to join ECO Club. The club runs every Tuesday from 15:00 to 16:00.
Branden Hardy
2Year 8 student

Culture & Ethos
Students in Years 7 to 11 continue to accumulate achievement points which are
recognised through progress reports to parents and our FROG platform. They are
currently working towards their bronze pin badge for which they need 500 points.
Many, many students are in the running for this first prize and it will be of great
interest to see which student manages to get there first.
The exciting new initiative called In the Spotlight has been
the absolute highlight of my Fridays. Heads of Year are
invited to nominate students within their year to come and
talk about something that they are proud of with Mrs
Johnson and I. We are twelve weeks in and the student
responses have been fabulous. It ranges from students
talking about their academic achievements to students
altruistically taking on a challenge for a charity.
We have been fascinated by a Year 10 student who regularly does archery; two
Year 10 boys who can solve a Rubik’s cube in less than 30 seconds; students who
act and sing; and students who are most proud of their academic achievements.
Staff have also been nominated by their peers, by the students and by you as
parents. If you wish to nominate a member of staff, you can so by going on to Frog
and filling out the nomination form.

Behaviour for Learning
As part of our drive to ensure that students behave with consistently high levels of
respect, we introduced a centralised detention system. This system is demanding,
consistent and allows teachers to focus on high quality teaching, planning and
feedback.
The system is built upon a few simple rules:
Detention is held every lunchtime and students do detention the same day that
they are given it. This means that the consequence of their actions is immediate;
Detention is held by a senior leader and the student welfare officer;
Detentions are given consistently for the same reasons everywhere in the school,
meaning there are no questions over whether one teacher is ‘easier’ to misbehave
with.
The benefits are numerous. For the students, everyone knows where they stand
and parents know the system is fair and robustly enforced by staff. Students are
becoming more self-compliant with the system knowing that there are no loop
holes.
Mrs S Kadri
Senior Deputy Headteacher
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Welcome

Culture & Ethos
We aim to ensure that staff and students have positive attitudes to all learning
experiences, and are self-respecting, generous and thoughtful members of the
school community who believe in what we intend to achieve. Driven by values of
pride, respect and kindness, our culture and ethos ensure that students build the
habits of heart and mind that allow their learning to thrive through repeated and
consistent practice. We want all stakeholders to create long lasting and effective
partnerships and work relentlessly together to achieve success with a specific set
of routines that everyone commits to implementing inside and outside the
classroom.

Prefects
As a school, we are very proud of our Year 11 prefect team. Their commitment to
the role is commendable and what they pledged in their application forms is
certainly true. For me, they embody the school’s ethos of pride, respect and
kindness. They each do a duty which includes supervising an area, which they
execute diligently. The senior prefects attend the different year group assemblies
and assist the heads of year with various responsibilities at these times.
The events prefects are busy with the organisation of the Pythian Games. The
teaching & transition prefects are supporting our Year 7s on a Monday with our
DEAR initiative and the fundraising prefects have successfully organised the Douglas
MacMillan Coffee Morning and are organising the House Harvest Competition. They
personify altruism; they often suggest ideas and show a willingness to raise money
for charities. The recent Children in Need event was a case in point. Many of the
students dressed up as heroes. Highlights for me were Madeline Callear and
Alexander Andrews, whose costumes were outstanding.

Our core school values of pride, respect and kindness are evident every day around
school and at the end of the first term I wanted to share a few examples which
highlight why these core values are just so important to us.
Pride - Over the last few weeks staff have been completing reports for students in
Year 8-11. A lovely comment I read noted that 'you make me proud to be your
form tutor every day'. As well as seeing such a wonderful set of reports, there
have certainly been many achievements in and out of school and our weekly ‘In
the Spotlight’ has highlighted the array of accomplishments which you should be
very proud of.
Respect - This value covers respect for yourself, your school and community and
the environment but it was the importance of the respect we show to each other
that was evident in a music lesson for 7X3 that I had the pleasure of taking on
Friday. Students had an hour to compose a festive song or rap and then perform it
to the rest of the class. Every one of the students completed this task but it was
the encouragement and respect shown to others that really impressed me. I
suspect that there are many adults that would find this task a daunting prospect
but in such a friendly respectful environment, everyone was listened to and then
encouraged with cheers and applause.
Kindness - Annually we have raised around £3,000 for a number of good causes but
this term we have seen students from Year 7 -13 using their initiative to fund raise
for a much wider range of charities. There have been numerous acts of kindness
and generosity, many detailed in the newsletter. From Make a wish, cancer
charities, RSUHNS and smaller local organisations the kindness of staff and
students has been even more evident this term.

Holly Haigh and Daniel Stevenson
Head Prefects

Finally, I would like to thank the wonderful team here at school
who make the achievements celebrated in this newsletter
possible. The leadership team and governors do not take their
hard work for granted and we know that we are fortunate to
work in school with such a fabulous group of staff.

Rewards & celebration
In the previous edition, I wrote about our desire to recognise and celebrate positive
achievements, academic, social and emotional, and attitudinal. Our first
celebration assemblies in November demonstrated this with students across the
years being recognised for their pride, their respect and their kindness. The heads
of year gave out a special award to those students they deemed had either made a
significant contribution or improvement. Finally, five students earned the most
prestigious accolade of Headteacher’s commendation. Feedback from students and
their parents has been very positive and as always, we thank you for sharing your
thoughts with us.
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Have a lovely break and we look forward to welcoming students
back into school on Tuesday 7th January.
Mrs R Johnson
Headteacher

3

Year 11

UKMT Team Maths Challenge
UKMT Senior Challenges
Our sixth form mathematicians have been busy
taking part in various competitions over the last
half term. Three of our A Level maths students
were chosen to take part in the ‘UKMT Girls
Olympiad’. Katie Brain, Lucy Pepper and Tamasin
Hutt took part in the 2.5 hour written challenge
against 1800 other students in the UK. All girls
showed great resilience and Katie managed to
secure a certificate of distinction. As well as all of
our A-Level mathematicians competing in the
UKMT individual senior challenge, we also took a
group of 4 students to compete in the UKMT
regional senior team competition. Daniel Farr,
Aaron Berrisford, Katie Brain and Lucy Pepper
were selected to represent the school, competing
against schools across Staffordshire and wider
afield. After working through three gruelling
rounds, including the crossnumber, the shuttle
round and team challenge, the team managed to
secure a position of 17th for the region. Well done
to all our sixth form mathematicians!

As the end of 2019 approaches, I look back in the last three months with an enormous
amount of pride.

Mrs A Whitehurst
Curriculum Leader of Mathematics

Enjoy your well earned break and I look forward to new resolutions and successes in the new
year.

Desmos Maths Competition

Acting Head of Year 11

Blythe Bridge High School & Sixth Form were invited to take part in a national
maths competition during November. Students needed to create their best designs
using the online graphing software ‘Desmos’. This required students to use
mathematical equations to plot points and create different shapes. I have received
a large number of fabulous entries, all of which have been entered into the
national competition to be held during December. I have included a selection of
the designs for you to appreciate.

Mrs A Whitehurst
Curriculum Leader of Mathematics
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One of the highlights of this year's Year 11, is the prefects. We had many applications for
these roles and the right people were certainly appointed. They are proud of their role.
They are proud to wear a different uniform to demonstrate their status and wear it well,
modelling high standards for the younger year groups.
Prefects chose their different responsibilities and have been busy doing a variety of
organising and fundraising. The recent charity event for Children in Need saw them dressing
up as Disney characters and most of them made an incredible effort with this. We've had a
number of bake sales, organised by the prefects who show a willingness to engage with
different projects and selflessly raise money for different causes.
Year 11 mocks began in earnest on Monday, 25th November. The Year group has shown a
great deal of maturity in tackling their examinations. It is a rigorous process with a huge
number of challenging examinations crammed in to a small period of time. It is ultimately a
test of resilience and perseverance. The overwhelming majority have tried their best and
observed the advice offered.
As the end of the term nears, it is a time for reflection. Sixth form applications close on the
10th January 2020. Students should think hard about where they wish to go and what they
wish to study. They must also reflect on their mock examinations, how much they prepared
and how effective it was. Students only get one opportunity at these examinations and
should think about their approach for the summer. Mock results day and Year 11 Parents'
Evening will take place on Thursday 9th January 2020.

Mrs S Kadri

Year 11 In the Spotlight
Ana Russell

Holly Rafferty

Daniel Gosling

Mollie Banks

Corey Wooldridge Lily Frost
Year 11 Top Achievement Points

Lucie Turner

Name

Reg

Total Points

Name

Reg

Total Points

Holly Haigh

11CF

424

Kylie Forster

11CBA 411

Tom Walklate

11CF

423

Lucy Somogy

11CF

403

Jersey Arthur

11GM 419

Mollie Banks

11CF

399

Abigail Waller

11FT

417

Sara Awaness

11JJ

391

Rhys Carson-Deering 11CF

414

Izzy Dale

11SGF 386
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Festival of Arts

Year 10
The Autumn Term has been a great one for Year 10 students and I have thoroughly
enjoyed getting to know them as their new Head of Year. As a cohort, we have
worked hard to maintain a culture of success and I thoroughly enjoy our weekly
assemblies where students, nominated for our pride awards, stand to receive a
round of applause from their peers. This term has also seen Year 10 begin to think
about their life beyond Blythe Bridge High School as many have secured their work
experience placements for the end of this academic year. It has been a pleasure to
chair numerous vibrant and thought – provoking year council meetings where we
have discussed, amongst other things, tutor time activities and rewards. I am
looking forward to the spring term as we begin to prepare for Year 10 mock
examinations in March 2020.
Mrs E Avons
Head of Year 10

We hosted our annual Festival of Arts on Monday 2nd December with 206 families
requesting tickets for the event! The performances were outstanding and built up
on the success of the previous year.
For more images from our Festival of Arts, head over to our Facebook page
www.facebook.com/blythehigh
Mr A Jackson
Head of Year 7

Year 10 In the Spotlight

Ben Walker

Tom Damsell Walker

Sophie Frost

Tobias Rose

David King

Finnan Mott

Isaac Vanderpuye Georgina Mee
Aleisha Dowley

Rosie Bourne

Year 10 Top Achievement Points
Name

Reg

Total Points

Name

Reg

Alexis Brough

10KC

450

Jacob Garlick

10LKH 384

Olga Stachowiak

10KC

423

Nell Wooliscroft

10LM

382

Tommy Hart

10JG

413

Kieran Lewis

10LM

380

Lily Proctor

10KC

402

Jamie Holford

10CFL

379

Daisy Johnson

10KC

401

Abigail Collins

10LM

379
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Total Points

5

Citizenship

Year 9

UHNM Charity fundraising
Year 7 citizenship students have been working hard to support the UHNM Charity,
and specifically our local neonatal unit. They have been fundraising via a '£1
challenge', and using the money raised to produce 110 support packs to help
parents and siblings of premature babies. The fundraising ideas, kindness and
initiative of the students have been outstanding. The packs contain toiletries and
snacks for parents who find themselves unexpectedly having their babies
prematurely, allowing them to focus on their new arrival and to make their journey
a little more comfortable. The sibling packs contain a vareity of activities for
children of different ages, to occupy siblings on the unit and take away some of the
stress of the experience, which can be quite frightening for young children.
Members of the local community also knitted hats and blankets for the babies, and
we provided snack baskets for use in the expressing room, supporting breastfeeding
mothers.
On Thursday 24th October, 10 students were selected to visit the unit and deliver
our donations. We met with staff, who talked to us about the impact of our
donations; one of the nurses described the packs as a 'hug in a bag', perfectly
expressing our intention of displaying kindness and support to families in our local
area. A special mention goes to Sienna Palmer, who independently raised £145.
Sienna and fellow student Hannah Farr were interviewed by Signal 1 presenter
Simon Humphries, and both spoke with passion and confidence about our project.

As the end of the year is vastly approaching and we start to look ahead for the new
year, it is tradition that we make New Year’s resolutions and self reflect. I was
approached with the question of what was my highlight from this academic year so
far? Initially my thoughts went to sporting success, the maths and chess
competitions and the dance performances which have all had excellent successes. I
then considered the individual successes of students outside of school who have
worked so hard on their own projects showing determination and dedication and
also reflected in those students who were acknowledged and rewarded during their
celebration assembly. I could not be any prouder of these students but then I
realised that there were students who did not fit into these categories. Such
students every day wear their uniform with pride and are consistently good with
their behaviour and have all of their equipment, ready to learn. These students
demonstrate pride, respect and kindness every single day, which makes me an
extremely proud head of year. There are students who may be struggling but are
showing excellent resilience by making it through the day. These are my proudest
moments as these are personal achievements , and as we move into the new term
and start to set New Years resolutions, I want you to be making your own targets
that will make you all proud of yourself. This could be making further progress in a
subject, having impeccable uniform or mastering a skill that you have previously
struggled with. I look forward to sharing your successes with you in the next term.
Wishing you all a safe and well deserved holiday.
Mrs L Cartlidge
Head of Year 9

Year 9 In the Spotlight
Mitchell Lowe

Grace Reynolds

Evan Pugh

Isabelle Steele

Jack Swarbrooke

Madison Somers

Cadence Knight

Daniel Brown

Year 9 Top Achievement Points
I am very much looking forward to taking our project forward with future groups of
students, who will be continuing to make the support packs. We are also aiming to
build libraries in the neonatal unit and children's wards. A huge thank you to
everyone who has supported us, it has been an extremely rewarding experience
and I am so proud of our Year 7 students.

Name

Mrs L Pheasey
Teacher of English

6

Reg

Total Points

Name

Reg

Total Points

Maddison Johnson 9JM

479

Ruby-Jo Latham

9KF

436

Grace Dean

9KF

477

William Mair

9JM

435

Eve Cuerden

9NC

460

Sophie Beech

9KMP

434

Abigail Clutton

9AGW 459

Jack Swarbrooke

9KMP

431

Holly Malpass

9KF

Ethan Brassington

9JM

425

451
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Dance

Year 8

Newcastle-Under-Lyme Christmas Light Switch-On Event
It has been an absolute please this term to watch the Year 8 students continue to
achieve and progress.
We handed out over 25 certificates at the start of this half term to students for
living out our school values, have had multiple students 'In the Spotlight' with Mrs
Johnson and the Year 8 Pastoral team have been so proud of the achievements of
many of our students.
We've seen a number of students represent the school with great distinction in
sport and dance too and they have been a real credit to themselves. Keep up the
great work Year 8!
Mr J Biggs
Head of Year 8

We took 27 students to perform at the
Christmas light switch on event in Newcastle
Under Lyme. Their performance was 20
minutes long and they really did do an
incredible job. We managed to draw a huge
crowd and they were just outstanding. A
special thank you to Mr Goodwin who is now
the dance department photographer!

Victoria Hall Artscool Show
We took 60 students to perform at this years
artscool event. A massive well done to Daniella
Crowther-Green who really did work her socks
off choreographing and holding more rehearsals
than enough! It certainly paid off. The students
looked outstanding and they give the best
performance they have ever given. I was so
incredibly proud of them. We were the biggest
school there by a mile!

Year 8 In the Spotlight
Eli Xu

Lamorna Barker

Destiny Hall

Paige Reason

Ryan Elmore

Cerys Bull

Elisha Duke

Logan Cousins

The conduct and professionalism of the students
was note by the organisers, who said, “How
lovely it is that they all support each other they
really ae a family, regardless of age or
experience they were all there to support each
other”. I would like to especially mention our
parents. So many came to support us and the
students certainly gave their best performance
knowing you were all there watching. Thank
you!

Year 8 Top Achievement Points

Name

Reg

Total Points

Name

Reg

Total Points

Macy Abel-White

8KSA

493

Chloe Tunnicliffe

8KBL

427

Citizenship Dance in the Community

Elaina Hughes

8HGP 458

Madison Jervis

8KBL

425

Eli Xu

8LP

443

Lexi-Rose Tomlin

8LP

424

Isobel Gardener

8IW

431

Kaitlyn Fraser

8KSA

424

We recently welcomed parents and grandparents to a morning of tea/coffee and
dance. One student made cupcakes that were just exceptional. Our students led
the dance session and it was truly lovely to welcome so many family members. We
had a lovely morning and we will definitely be repeating it.

Dannie Saxby

8HGP 430

Katie Burn

8TH

424
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Miss E Housley
Curriculum Leader of Dance

7

Geography

Year 7

GCSE Geography Revision Strategies
Many students now attend a P6 in geography (formerly the ‘geography surgery’ on
Monday/Wednesday after school). Ask Mr Knight or Mrs Clarke if you would like to
be added to one of these sessions.
The department have created a range of materials to assist you on FROG including
revision powerpoints, knowledge organisers, specification tick-lists and sample
exam papers.
We recommend the use the specification tick-lists (available on FROG or ask your
geography teacher).
1) RAG rate your tick-list (red, amber, green) to identify areas you are unsure of.
2) Use your book or revision materials on FROG to make notes on the aspect you
are revising.
3) Get someone to test you on this content.
4) Try an exam style question from the papers on FROG or the AQA website.
5) Use the mark scheme to mark it or ask your teacher to help.

This feels like a long term Year 7, but I remain extremely proud of what you have
achieved during your short time at BBHS. Thirty-two of you have completed your
Bikeability level 3 training, whilst many of you continue to receive certificates on a
weekly basis. We have also welcomed outside agencies and voluntary groups
including the Gideon’s who were extremely complementary about the pride,
respect and kindness you demonstrated during their visit. Our attendance at school
has been significantly above other years groups with many of you achieving 100%.
Well done those individuals. We have also attended our annual Christmas service at
St Peter’s, with many of you reading extracts about the festive season. I know Mrs
Cartlidge was extremely pleased with your contributions.
On Thursday 19th December, we hold our annual Celebration Assembly in which a
significant number of you will receive recognition for the hard work this term.
Let’s transfer this hard work and commitment into the spring term.
Mr A Jackson
Head of Year 7

A level
We run an after school session on a Tuesday in room 17 to support you with content
and exam style questions.

Year 7 In the Spotlight
Ben Shemilt

Iona Mott

Mr A Knight
Curriculum Leader of Geography

Poppy-Mae Rankin

Riley Wood

Will Downing

Grace Bridgett

Samuel Bailey

Finlay Gordon

Harry Baxter

Phoebe Mitchener

Community

Year 7 Top Achievement Points

Frog Parent Portal

Name

Reg

Total Points Name

Reg

Total Points

Many parents are benefiting from use of our FROG Parent Portal, which allows
access to student behaviour, achievement and attendance data, as well as the
ability to view homework assignments, subject resources and a range of other
tools. Form tutors and teaching staff are regularly commenting on the ‘teacher
comments’ section of each student’s e-planner.

Megan Woodworth 7JL

450

Mckenzie Barker

7AH

425

Jayden Tudor

7JL

440

Jessie Holloway

7JL

424

Keeley Ternent

7JL

434

Matthew Dicken

7DB

422

Will Downing

7NAZ 428

Elexis Blakemore-Wardle 7AMW

422

If you have any issues accessing this valuable tool, please contact Mrs Pheasey via
email: l.pheasey@bb-hs.co.uk. Likewise, if you have any suggestions to improve our
portal, please get in touch.

Saffron Matthews

7AMW 428

Benjy Blumstein

420

8

7WB
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Transition
Blythe Bridge High School & Sixth Form hosted its annual New Intake Evening on
Wednesday September 25th. Applications for secondary education were submitted
by families by Thursday 31st October with Staffordshire School Admissions
confirming 311 applications have been made with 170 families placing Blythe as
first preference. The authority will now process the information with families
informed of the outcome on 1st March 2020.

Art & Design
Year 7 Winter Chalk Scenes

Year 5 & 6 ‘Big Bash’ Indoor Cricket Tournament
The Blythe Partnership hosted its annual indoor cricket tournament on Tuesday 3rd
December. The event was well attend with all Partnership schools completing to be
outright winners. Springcroft Primary were crowned champions, with Staffs Cricket
development coaches who attended the event extremely impressed with the
overall skill level and commitment. Bring on the outdoor season.

Year 7 Native American - Haida Art - Animal Project

Year 5 & 6 Swimming Gala
All Partnership schools again attended the annual KS2 swimming gala, with both
male and female teams from each primary looking to be crowned champions.
Springcroft Primary won the boys league, whilst Forsbrook Primary won the female
competition. Overall winners with the scores from the male and female leagues
combined were Forsbrook.
Congratulations to all participants.

Dates for the Diary
Year 5 transition dates for the Spring Term:
25th February: St Peters Primary School

Year 8 Picasso Project

3rd March: Forsbrook Primary School
10th & 17th March: Meir Heath Academy

21st April: Fulford Primary School
28th April: Springcroft Primary School
5th May: The William Amory Primary School
The Year 5 Physics Fest will take place on Tuesday 31st March at Blythe Bridge High
School & Sixth Form
Mr A Jackson
Head of Year 7
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Art & Design
Year 8 Frida Kahlo Project

Extra-curricular
Royal Navy Webinar
On Tuesday 3rd December, 11 students took part in a webinar delivered by
Sparkcareers focussing on the Royal Navy. There was interest from Years 7, 9, 10
and 12. Students watched a panel of 6 professionals from different roles in the
Royal Navy answering questions from qualifications needed to what is an average
day life in the Royal Navy.

Year 9 Pop Art Pumpkins
Mr M Goodwin
Assistant Headteacher

Media Studies
Year 10 and 11 media studies students meet on a Thursday lunch time to create
various media projects that are of interest to the students. We are currently
focusing on horror film trailers and using the media knowledge gathered in lessons
to create some superb pieces!
This is a chance for students to really create something that they are passionate
about. We would love it if other students, across all years, came along to see what
they could produce!
In other media news, Daniel Gosling, in Year 11, has recently taken part in a media
workshop at Staffordshire University based around gaming. Daniel has a real talent
for media, particularly film and gaming, and this has really opened his eyes to what
a career in this industry would be like. Well done, Daniel!

10

Mrs L Moorcroft
Curriculum Leader of Media Studies
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Art & Design

Extra-curricular
Chess Competition

Year 11 Animals Project

Benjy Blumstein, Henry Adams and William Mair all took part
in their first ever competitive chess matches on the
17th October at Hassell Street Primary School in Newcastle.
All three students played with pride, kindness and respect.
Will competed in the under 18s category and finished 5th,
Henry competed in the under 12s and finished 4th and Benjy
competed in the under 11s category and finished 4th. All
three were awarded a medal and a certificate – well done
boys!
I am extremely proud of their achievements and I look
forward to the next competition.
Chess club takes place on a Thursday lunch time in N8. All
welcome and I hope to enter more players into the next
competition!
Mr Baldwin
Teacher of English

Virtual Investment
Earlier this term, students in Year 10-13 were given the opportunity to get involved
in UK's most exciting virtual investment competition for 14-19 year olds. Here is
how one of our teams is getting:
'Handsome, brilliant, smart, all words used to describe our team. Yet, stock traders
wouldn't be the first thing to come to your mind. But, we are.
Last month, Mr Goodwin invited us to join the student investor challenge. Seeing
the opportunity for a challenge, we leapt at the chance. And to say we've been
successful is an understatement. Out of six thousand teams, we currently sit in
68th in the strategic investor and at 109/6173 team overall in the challenge.
At first, signs did not seem good, our active investor fell to
95k out of its 100k, but thankfully it recovered, and has
now grown!
We kept to simple rules; The student investor challenge
will finish after January. we invested in stocks that
traditionally rise after the Christmas and Q4 period, and
currently it's serving us well. We are immensely proud to
be doing so well in the challenge, and are hoping to make
it through to the next round.
Year 11 Students Alexander Andrews, Matthew Peacock,
Rhys Carson-Deering and Tom Walklate
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Year 11 Art Exhibition
Holly Rafferty in Year 11 recently showcased her GCSE work at an art gallery called
'Open Doors' in Fenton. The exhibition hosted the work of 'early career artists' and
was called "Something For The Weekend". Holly met a lot of local artists from
across Stoke-on- Trent, discussed the ideas and processes behind their art work and
listened to their opinions on hers. Holly described it as an exciting opportunity and
memorabel experience.
Well done to Holly for
demonstrating that you
have pride in your work.

Mrs R Johnson
Curriculum Leader of Art & Design
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Sixth Form

Health, Sport & Exercise

Citizenship

Fundraising

The sixth form welcomed The Concervative MP Sir Bill
Cash and Liberal Democrat representative Alec
Sandiford into assemblies during November, ahead of
the General Election. It was a fantastic opportunity to
learn about some of their core policies and students
took the opportunity to ask a range of challenging
questions to our visitors.

The Health, Sport & Exercise department dressed up to raise money as extras from
toy story! We just missed our buzz!

UCAS, Employment and FE Focus
The autumn term has been a busy one for Year 13 students who have been
compiling CVs and UCAS applications to prepare for their next steps after Blythe
Bridge High School & Sixth Form. We are thrilled about the offers from universities
that students’ have received to date, a number of students of the basis of their
applications have received reduced offers and have been invited to attend days at
these universities learning more about the opportunities available.
The UCAS deadline is Wednesday 15th January 2020 for
students still wishing to put in an application.

Sixth form students also benefited from attending the
skills show at Birmingham NEC in November, looking at
employment opportunities and a range of FE courses.

Computer Science

Miss C Alford
Head of Sixth Form

New York City Trip 2020
It is great that deposits have been paid to enable plans
to be made for our five day visit to New York City in
October 2020. Students will be visiting the Statue of
Liberty, The Empire State Building, eating dinner at
Ellen’s Stardust Diner and have the opportunity to
amble around Central Park.
I am confident that the students will be inspired by the
experience and hope it will be one that they will never
forget.
Mrs S Bawn
Teacher of Social Science
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Hour of Code
The Hour of Code is a global movement reaching over 100 million students in over
180 countries. Blythe Bridge High School & Sixth Form students in years 7 to 9 will
be taking part in this year’s event which runs from 9th – 15 December to coincide
with the birthday of Admiral "Amazing" Grace Murray Hopper.
This year’s activities feature tasks based on Minecraft, Star
Wars, Disney’s Frozen, Angry Birds and Plants vs. Zombies
with the aim of the week being to inspire students to pursue
further study and ultimately employment in computing
related industries.
Mr G Broomhall
Curriculum Leader of Computer Science
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Sixth Form

Health, Sport & Exercise
Netball Club

WorldSkills UK Live

We have had an outstanding attendance to
netball club this first term. The girls have
shown dedication to the club and their
development which has meant we are
averaging 42 participants each training session.

50 students across Years 11, 12 and 13 attended the National WorldSkills UK Live
event at the Birmingham NEC. They spent time talking to employers from a variety
of industries including: food, decorating, armed forces, technology, beauty and
many more. Universities were at the event offering information to students who
are about to start thinking about further education choices.

All of the teams have taken part in either a
festival or city tournament, and during these
we have had lots of success. I would like to
take this opportunity to congratulate the U16
netball team who finished joint first in their
city tournament, which was achieved by
determination and fantastic teamwork. The girls had previously finished 3rd in the
city festival and were disappointed by this result. They used this disappointment to
drive themselves forward and came back fighting in their following tournament. It
really was a whole team effort and I was extremely proud of their achievement.
Mrs H Saunders
Curriculum Leader of Health, Sport & Exercise

Inter-house Competition
This term’s inter-house challenged the girl’s competitive side! Our Year 7 students
participated in a swimming gala. There were some agonisingly close races with
maximum effort from all the girls. On the other hand, Year 8’s & 9’s battled it out
in netball. Well-balanced teams created intense performances from all houses of
each year, indicated by the tight results. A huge well done to all who took part!
Meanwhile the boys have polished their ‘outwitting opponents’ skills during
competitive games with Year 7 & Year 8 students contending in rugby while Year 9
students rival in football. Many of the boys showed great sportsmanship and
endeavour. Everyone involved deserved huge well done especially considering the
weather!
Boys inter-house results
Churnet
Derwent
Dove
Manifold

3rd
1st
4th
2nd

Miss F Kidd-Smithers
Health, Sport & Exercise Technician
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Girls inter-house results
Churnet
Derwent
Dove
Manifold

2nd
1st
3rd
2nd

Mr M Goodwin
Assistant Headteacher

Masterclass at University of Birmingham
On the 6th November 2019, I attended a masterclass on
‘exploring rhyme’ at the University of Birmingham. I
arranged this visit with the help of the sixth form in order to
expand my knowledge of rhyme in not only poetry, but other
forms of literature as well.
We explored how you could unlock literature through its
rhyme scheme that could help you to interpret poems in
different ways without analysing the meaning further. One
poem we explored was ‘The shortest and sweetest of songs’
by George Macdonald; this simply had two lines – “Come/
Home.” We looked into how the half rhyme actually could suggest something not
disjointed but also bitter. As well as this example we also looked into other poems
by the romantic poets Byron and Shelley. I thoroughly enjoyed my experience of
not only the masterclass but speaking to the lecturer after the session had finished,
his enthusiasm and passion for literature has made me wish to go to the University
of Birmingham even more. Hopefully next year I will be attending the University in
order to study a BA in English with Shakespeare.
Aimee Sargeant
Sixth Form Student

Road Safety
In October, our sixth form welcomed Kevin Wilcox, Road Safety Officer for
Staffordshire County Council. ‘COW’ is for Year 12 students and investigates many
issues relating to young drivers and passengers, focussing on the use of mobile
phones in cars, the use of seatbelts, and peer pressure.
Mrs K Baines
Assistant Head of Sixth Form

13

English

Sixth Form
“Movember Challenge”

Creative Writing and Word Puzzles Club

In November the sixth form team wanted to
raise money for “Movember” but instead of
growing moustaches, we decided to do the
60 60 60 challenge, cycling 60km to raise £60
because 60 men commit suicide every 60
minutes around the world. Students (and
staff) signed up to do ten minutes each on an
exercise bike which was set up in the
common room.

Students in Years 7 and 8 have been enjoying using the new interactive ActivPanel
in N6a to play competitive word puzzles on Thursday lunchtimes. They have also
entered a Young Writers competition in which they had to write a short story in 100
words or less, entitled 'Hunted'. This entry comes from Rebecca Rowley in Year 8:

The bike was in action from 8.35am to 3pm with just
a short break at lunch and break. Therefore we easily
covered 60km and at the last count we raised over
£75 so a huge thank you to all involved.

Pink for Breast Cancer
In October the sixth formers took part in the 'Wear
Pink for Breast Cancer' day and raised almost £70.

Children in Need 2019
As part of the Children in Need fundraising the sixth form decided to have a fun
dress up day and chose the theme of Disney, inviting the Year 11s to join in with
us. What an absolutely brilliant set of costumes by both students and staff! The
sixth team also ran some other events with three fun summer fair type stalls
outside of the Sixth Form. There was a bean bag throw, marble game and hook-aduck, as well as the televised duck race run by the BBC. Across all these events the
sixth form team raised £163.30.

Running fast, panting for air. Trees hung over my body, noises flooded in through
my ears, I was being hunted. Not only by a foe but by a very close friend but now
my natural enemy. Anger rushed through my veins, unleashing my inner wolf and
letting some adrenaline through. My skin turned to midnight black fur. My hands
into claws. I ran faster and faster, nails scratching the surface below. I saw my
once friend now the enemy in front.
"Got you now." A voice echoed inside my head, blood dripped from her fangs as
she spoke. The club is open to all students in Years 7 and 8.
Mrs L Pheasey
Teacher of English

Year 8 Advanced Reading Club
The wonderful year 8 library assistants have formed an Advanced Readers Club with
Mrs Winter. Through it we aim to promote the reading of more challenging texts
and create a gallery of Reading Champions across the school.

Year 7 Story Writing Group
Some Year 7 students are involved in a Story Writing club with the assistance of Mrs
Winter and Miss Lymer. The students come along on a Wednesday lunchtime where
we share tales of fantasy, fun, mystery and magic. The students then write and
submit short stories to be made into an anthology. The anthology will be available
to view in reception and the library.
The students are responsible for all aspects of the publication: name, logo, slogan
and design. They too will choose which stories to put into the first anthology. When
they are successful they will invite other students to submit entries for next terms
anthology.
The short stories can then be used to help encourage
reluctant readers during DEAR time and English. The
writers can remain anonymous. I Look forward to
reading some truly delightful short tales.

Mrs K Baines
Assistant Head of Sixth Form

14

Mrs K Winter
Teacher of English
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Music

English
Year 10
Tommy Hart for consistently paying close attention to the way that language
works. Jessica Rafferty as she’s such an avid reader and delights in sharing what
she’s read with her teacher and her peers. Her enthusiasm for reading and the
impact it has on her written work is impressive. Alexis Brough as she likes to
express herself and her ideas as fully and as clearly as possible in both written and
spoken communication.

Year 9
Kai Doughty for expressing his ideas clearly when called upon and for showing
empathy towards others and how they must feel. Tia Walford shows empathy
and takes a delight in words. Her leaf homework was a delight to read. Cadence
Knight for entertaining and delighting others with her words. She also shows
empathy for others and looks at things from other people’s perspectives well.
Year 8
Paige Reason for always expressing her ideas as carefully and fully as she can to the
group and for showing a desire to entertain others with her own writing. Isobel
Gardener as she reads avidly and loves to get lost in other worlds or other people's
minds. Summer Davies for having empathy with characters in the novels read and
for expressing herself as fully and clearly as possible.
Year 7
Saffron Matthews for taking delight in words and showing that she loves to pick up
new vocabulary, she always asks if there is a word she does not know and
understand properly, uses the dictionary to check her understanding, tries to use
new words in her work. William Downing as he 'loves to entertain and delight
others with the 'worlds' he creates and the vocabulary and expression he uses to do
so. Ella Bould as she takes delight in words and loves to pick up new vocabulary.
Reuben Daley as he loves bringing new words and facts that he has learned to the
lesson. He shares these words with the teacher and the other students. This often
provides discussion and ideas and has also inspired other students to share new
vocabulary they have picked up too. Finlay Gordon as his homework is stunning,
and he's so proud to show me and explain to me how it's better than the previous
week. He clearly likes to entertain and delight others with his words. Phoebe
Mitchener as she takes delight in words and loves to pick up new vocabulary – she
always asks if there is a word she doesn't know and understand properly, uses the
dictionary to check her understanding, tries to use new words in her work.

We have been practicing hard for this Christmas season which has descended upon
us so quickly!
On Saturday 30th November, the Moorlands Music Centre concert at The Cheadle
Academy was fantastic. Our musicians were superb, some have only been playing
for a term and to see them so involved and performing so well was wonderful. Well
done to all involved! If anyone would like to join MMC you are most welcome. You
can be a beginner through to grade 8, there are lots of opportunities and they
rehearse in the sixth form centre and ALD every other week. Get in touch for more
information!
We are about to embark upon our own Christmas concert which you are most
welcome to watch on 12th December at 6:30pm. Tickets are available via
ParentPay.
As well as this, we have been fortunate enough to take our choir out on trips to
Trentham Estate carol singing, and we are performing carols at the Douglas
McMillan Hospice, our very own Grace Stephenson has organised!
We are still looking for unused or unwanted instruments. If anyone has any
instruments that are no longer using at home and would like to donate them to our
music department, we would love to hear from you!
As a gentle reminder - all GCSE and A Level musicians should be part of at least one
main school ensemble and one specialist ensemble, which is also outlined in the
tuition booklet. Our ensemble groups this year are:
Main School Ensemble’s
Jazz Orchestra –
Tuesday’s 3pm-4:30pm

Orchestra –
Wednesday’s 3pm-4:15pm

Choir –
Wednesday and Friday
1:10pm-1:55pm

Specialist Ensemble’s

Woodwind Ensemble –
Monday 8:35am

Brass Ensemble –
Monday 1pm

String Ensemble –
Thursday 1:15pm1:35pm

Miss H Balewski
Curriculum Leader of Music

Miss J Marsden
Curriculum Leader of English
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Science

English
A Christmas Carol at the Stoke-on-Trent Repertory Theatre

Merry Christmas from the science department! Our chemis-tree
is on display in room 21 during December.

On 22nd November, we took 129 Year 11 students and 36
Year 10 students to the Stoke-on-Trent Repertory Theatre to
see the Scarlett Theatre’s A Christmas Carol. Our students
behaved impeccably during both the performance and the
question and answer session that followed with the cast.
Not only did our students get to see a GCSE English
literature text that they are studying and will be examined
on, but we also got to see one of our Y9 students perform in
the cast – Madeleine Coates. She was outstanding and we
feel very proud that one of our students was involved in
such an interesting and entertaining local production.

Achievement in Science
There have been many fantastic achievements in science this
term that we would like to share them with you. Outstanding
progress has been made across a range of assessments by
students within each year group and there are many students
that have displayed fantastic engagement, effort and behaviour
in every science lesson.
The table below shows the students in each year group with
most lesson scores of 1 (outstanding) in science during
September, October and November. There are so many more
students that were very close to making the shortlist!

Year 7

Year 8

Miss J Marsden
Curriculum Leader of English

Year 9

Year 10

Year 11

Madison B 7LLM Macy AW 8KSA

William M 9JM

Luc P 10JG

Joshua B 11CF

Niamh C 7DB

Katie B 8TH

Holly M 9KF

Kyle C 10LM

Rhys CD 11CF

English Stars of the Term

Lydia R 7WB

Millie G 8KBL

James M 9AGW

Jamie H 10CFL

Ryan B 11FT

Esmee H 7NAZ

Dannie S 8HGP

Emily O 9JM

Laura A 10CFL

Holly H 11CF

Poppy S 7NAZ

Isobel G 8IW

Abigail H 9NC

Hannah S 10JG

Holly R 11CF

Isabel H 7LLM

Macy C 8IW

Madison S 9JM

Tommy H 10JG

Joshua W 11JJ

Emma H 7DH

Katie D 8HGP

Harrison DB 9AGW

Kieran L 10LM

Sara A 11JJ

In English, we pride ourselves on ensure our students are
good learners in our subject. We value having empathy,
taking delight in words and language, expressing yourself
and reading avidly. We have selected students across year
groups that we believe have demonstrated being good
learners in English.

Matthew T 7JL

Gabriel H 8IW

Mitchell L 9JM

Tobias R 10JG

Harrison P 11CF

Sixth Form

Tia B 7LLM

Tia H 8KW

Gracee B 9NC

Gemma P 10LKH

Mollie B 11CF

Holly C 7WB

Beau KC 8HW

Madeline EL 9RJJ

Eleni G 10JG

Emily D 11FT

Thomas I 7NAZ

Corey O 8KW

Suzi H 9RJJ

Joshua P 10JG

Lucy E 11CF

Lauren Alcock for having empathy with others in literature, showing understanding
of how they must feel or what they must be experiencing and exploring these
sensitive issues in an insightful way.

Benjamin R
7LLM

Chloe T 8KBL

Sophie B 9KMP

Eleanor P 10KC

Bryony R 11FT

Carly S 7AMW

Annabell A 8TH

Grace D 9KF

Anthony R 10LM

Tom W 11CF

During October and November, teachers in science have nominated an amazing 120
students as ‘science stars of the week’. We set out with the aim of nominating 5
students per week but we quickly realised that the list would be much longer!
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Year 11
Jersey Arthur due to her impressive empathy skills. Her stories are often told from
varying perspectives and she considers the feelings and actions of her characters
well. She is keen to learn and tries to be as precise as possible with the vocabulary
she uses to clearly express her ideas. Bryony Robinson for continuously
demonstrating excellent effort and by paying close attention to the way the English
language works. Kylie Forster for showing empathy towards others and for taking a
delight in language and the way words work.
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Science

STEM Club
Due to the popularity of STEM club this year, we decided to run two groups instead
of one to allow all students who put their names forward to attend. Both groups
will be spending time science, maths, computing and DT.
Group 1 have started off in science. They have
completed a variety of activities that they would not
cover in normal lessons. They have made custard
bouncy balls, they have looked at combustion, they
have dissected a rat and looked at all the internal
features and they have completed a forensics session
where they have had to find out "Who killed Mr Wynne?"
using the evidence provided. They still have many more
sessions to complete before they move on to their next
subject area.

‘Science stars of the week’ are posted in and around the science department each
week. The science achievement board, located between rooms 22 and 24,
showcases work of the week, stars of the week and lists students achieving most 1s
in science. There are also regular posts on the school Facebook site showing images
of student work and experiments as well as ‘science stars of the week’ every
Friday.

Science Showcase
The images show just a few examples of the brilliant work that is produced by
students in lessons as well as at home.

Group 2 have started in computing. They have been
looking at programming their very own microbits. So far
they have managed to use their light dependent
resistor to change the image displayed from a sun to
the moon. We are looking forward to seeing how the
students develop their programming skills further and
what they managed to do as their end outcome.
If any more students are interested in STEM, we still have a few spaces left. Please
come and see Miss Fargher or Mr Flavell and we can provide you with more
information. It will be on a first come, first serve basis.
Finally, we would like to thank Branden Hardy in Year 8 and Chloe Roberts in Year
12 for helping in sessions to ensure all students have any additional support whilst
completing tasks.

We look forward to another term of celebrating achievements made by students in
science.
Miss K Fargher
Teacher of Science
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Mr C Flavell
Curriculum Leader of Science
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Design & Technology

Poetry Showcase
The Snowman That Didn’t Melt

Year 10 Design Team Make National Finals.

T’was a regular night, in Storybrooke town

Congratulations to team Quantum (Tobias Rose, Alex
Chung, Lucy Grattage and Emily Alcock) for firstly winning
the inter DT battle to have their innovative pixel art
product put through to represent the school in the
national Design Ventura Challenge.

Everyone was full of cheer, no one could even muster a frown
Christmas cheer floated through the air
Except for one pair, full of despair
Who knew soon the cheer and snow would come to an end

Over 16,000 students throughout the country have taken
part in the competition this year and team Quantum have
been shortlisted as on the top ten entries. As a result,
students have travelled to London alongside Mr Hughes to
pitch their new and innovative product in front of leading
industry experts.

And away their snowman, they would have to send
They wallowed and sulked all through the night
And Santa Claus knew something wasn’t quite right
“Children crying on Christmas eve?
How preposterous that seems,

We now have the long wait until February 13th 2020
where we will be required to attend a design masterclass
session in the National Design Museum in Kensington before
receiving the results in the celebration event that evening.

Thinking their snowman would ever leave?
I will soon fulfil their dreams!”

On the snowman that the two would dread

The students have worked well together and demonstrated
a maturity beyond their years. Mr Li and myself are very
proud of what they have achieved and they should all be
very proud of their efforts.

To be gone come morning, when they left their beds.

Wheely impressive things happening in DT

So that night, when all were in bed,
Santa placed a small hat on the head

“Worry not young children,” Santa Claus said,

A big well done to the DT sixth form team who have worked tirelessly over this
term resurrecting the electric powered car. The motor had seized, parts had rusted
and was in an unusable and unsafe condition. Through trial and error, students
have not only got it running, they have improved the performance of the car
though lots of small incremental changes. In November, students took it out for it’s
first proper test drive and even gave Mr Hughes a run out in it. Without the
batteries being donated by head sixth form student Joseph Bailey, Mr Myatt and
Diamond Limousines we would not have made the progress we have.

“Don’t you worry your heads
Your snowman will be here, no need to fret.”
And so came morning on that ever so faithful day
The two gazed out their window, their hearts filled with joy
As their snowman was there! As though like a new toy.
They opened their presents, went outside,

The grins on their faces ever so wide
As the snowman did not melt, like they’d thought
Because of that, their fear was naught.
The day ended sooner than they had hoped
But still, they were fully stoked!
“The best Christmas ever!” they declared.
As our story now comes, to an end.
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By Noah Chiaramonte 7AH

Mr D Hughes
Curriculum Leader of Design & Technology
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Maths

Health & Safety Update

Creative Maths Day

Health & Safety

Our trip to Staffordshire University on the 13th November was very interesting and
engaging. The top set in Year 10 from three different schools were invited to do
different activities such as: coding and flying drones, cracking a series of codes and
even a Crystal-Maze-style challenge. Many of us met old friends from primary
school and we had a lot of fun catching up with them at lunch.

Please remember to keep up-to-date with school Health & Safety news via the
school website, if you would like to access the parent portal, which enables you to
view letters sent home and other important information regarding your child,
please contact Mrs Procter on 01782 392519 for a username and password.

The challenges stretched us to think outside the box and we were tasked to solve
things that we hadn’t seen before. We all really enjoyed the day and we hope to
even go back some day and do it again.

Year 5 Maths Stars
24 students in Year 5 from Springcroft Primary School, Forsbrook Primary School,
Meir Heath Academy, Fulford Primary School and The William Amory Primary School
attended Blythe Bridge High School & Sixth Form for a Maths Star morning. They
took part in mental arithmetic challenges, problem solving, spatial awareness
puzzles and code breaking activities. All students were placed in mixed teams and
competitively worked hard to gain as many points as possible. We look forward to
welcoming students from the primary schools in the future to take part in more
engaging problem solving maths.
Mr M Goodwin
Assistant Headteacher / Head of Mathematics

Design & Technology
Christmas Decoration Club
It’s been great to see Year 7 and Year 8
students involved in the DT Christmas
decoration club so far this year. Students
have created a range of designs using CAD
software and have manufactured these
using the DT department’s laser cutter.
Mr J Li
Teacher of Design & Technology
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I would like to remind all students to take care in our community when travelling
to and from school, remembering road safety in particular at the train lines on
Uttoxeter Road. Please do not try to run over the train lines as the barriers are
closing! Please remember to park considerately in the village when collecting your
child from school.

Emergency School Closures
Just to keep all parents/carers/students up to date, over the winter months we
will continue to operate our Emergency School Closure Procedure in line with
County guidance. We will only close the school in an emergency which we cannot
overcome.
In the event of adverse weather consideration will be given to pathways, steps and
slopes around the school, conditions of local roads and public transport, school
heating and the general health & safety of our students and staff. Where a
decision is made to close the school we will inform parents, by 7am, in the
following way:


Via the Staffordshire County Council Emergency School Closures Website:
www.staffordshire.gov.uk/schoolclosures



Local radio Stations



Text directly home to parents/carers



Message to parents/carers on our school website

Parents can now sign up for a new free service at www.staffordshire.gov.uk/
CustomerAlerts. This provides parents with a smart phone version of school
closures if you do not have access to a PC or ipad.
Once we have alerted Staffordshire County Council that our school will be closed
parents will receive a free text and email directly.
Mrs W Keeble
Director of Business and Finance
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Modern Foreign Languages

Modern Foreign Languages

European Day of Languages

Vocab Express

The MFL department celebrated the European Day of
Languages on Thursday 26th September. The objective of
the day is to raise awareness of and celebrate European
languages and cultures. Students completed activities during
their language lessons and a languages quiz in tutorial time.
They also had the opportunity to take part in a creative
culture competition. Many students chose to bake European
themed cakes and others completed projects or posters. All
entries were based upon an aspect of culture from a
European country and the uptake was outstanding. In
addition, as the competition coincided with the Macmillan
coffee morning, Mr Leech, Mrs Cotterill, the prefect team and I sold the cakes at
lunchtime to raise money, and all proceeds were donated to the charity.

All students in Years 7 to 11 have access to
Vocab Express, which contains all of the
vocabulary needed for GCSE Spanish/
French. Students can practise vocabulary in
a variety of ways and earn points.

Mrs Johnson helped in picking the following two overall winners:


Sophie Brindley (7DB) - For a fantastic flag cake creation



Lyla Wells-Turner (7NAZ) – For an excellent Eiffel Tower ornamental piece

We also had some phenomenal entries from Megan
Woodworth, Annabell Ainsworth, Julia Pustula, Matilda
Adams-Taylor and Harry Baxter, along with many others.
A huge thank you to all of the students who went to such a
fantastic effort to support the day. You truly amazed us with
your creations, well done!

Any students in Years 7 to 11 must see their
teacher if they do not know their login
details for the website.
The students named are to be commended
for their excellent points totals gained since
October half term 2019 (correct at 2nd
December 2019).
Miss K Bloor
Teacher of Modern Foreign Languages

Vocabulary Builder
The following phrases regularly come up in GCSE exam papers – make sure you
learn them!
Spanish

French

English

1

la nube

le nuage

cloud

2

la niebla

le brouillard

fog

3

el hielo

la glace

ice

4

el relámpago

l'éclair

lightning

Mr L McConvey
Teacher of Modern Foreign Languages

5

la lluvia

la pluie

rain

6

el chubasco

l'averse

shower

MFL awards

7

la nieve

la neige

snow

8

la tormenta

l'orage

storm

9

el sol

le soleil

sun

10

el viento

le vent

wind

Congratulations to 9KMP in the lower school and 12SAB in
the 6th Form who were the winning tutor groups in the quiz.
Some skilful translation earned these groups the top spot!

Congratulations to Noah Hewlett (Year 8) and William Mair (Year 9), who have won
the bronze MFL award this term! Students are rewarded in French and Spanish for
excellent contributions, pieces of work and homework and collect stamps in their
lessons. Do not forget to collect your prize from Miss Bloor once you have filled half
the sticker sheet!
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Miss K Bloor
Teacher of Modern Foreign Languages

Mr D Sutton
Curriculum Leader of Modern Foreign Languages
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